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(57)Abstract:

PROBLEM TO BE SOLVED: To provide a multilayer buildup wiring board

which is superior in homogeneity of the thickness of a wiring pattern and

an interlayer resin- insulating layer.

SOLUTION: Since dummy conductors 58D are arranged and installed

around a wiring pattern 58a, electric field will not concentrate, when a

conductor layer is formed by an electrolytic plating operation. In addition,

a wiring pattern 58S can be formed into prescribed thickness and width

without being over- eteched. As a result, an isolated wiring pattern and a

wiring pattern in a crowded part can be formed in uniform thickness. In

addition, since the thickness of an interlayer resin-insulating layer 150 in

the upper layer of the wiring pattern 58S can be made uniform, the

electrical characteristics of this multilayer buildup wiring board can be

enhanced.
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* NOTICES *

JP(J and NCI PI are not responsible for any

damages caused by the use of this translation.

1.This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original

precisely.

2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.1n the drawings, any words are not translated.

CLAIMS

[Claim(s)]

[Claim 1] the surroundings of the circuit pattern which constitutes said conductor layer in the multilayer

build up patchboard which comes to carry out the laminating of the resin insulating layer between layers,

and the conductor layer by turns — a dummy — the multilayer build up patchboard characterized by

arranging a conductor.

[Claim 2] the surroundings of two or more circuit patterns which constitute said conductor layer in the

multilayer build up patchboard which comes to carry out the laminating of the resin insulating layer

between layers, and the conductor layer by turns — a dummy — the multilayer build up patchboard

characterized by arranging a conductor.

[Claim 3] said dummy — claim 1 characterized by increasing the width of face of a conductor 1 to 3

times of the minimum width of face of said circuit pattern, or the package substrate of 2.

[Claim 4] said dummy — a package substrate given in any 1 of claims 1-3 characterized by increasing

spacing of a conductor and said circuit pattern 1 to 3 times of the minimum width of face of said circuit

pattern.

[Claim 5] the surroundings of the isolated land which constitutes said conductor layer in the multilayer

build up patchboard which comes to carry out the laminating of the resin insulating layer between layers,

and the conductor layer by turns — a dummy— the multilayer build up patchboard characterized by

arranging a conductor.

[Claim 6] the surroundings of said isolated land — a dummy — the multilayer build up patchboard of

claim 5 characterized by surrounding with a conductor.

[Claim 7] said dummy — claim 5 characterized by increasing the minimum width of face of a conductor

1 of the path of said isolated land / 6 to 3 times, or the multilayer build up patchboard .of 6.

[Claim 8] said dummy — a multilayer build up patchboard given in any 1 of claims 5-7 characterized by

increasing the minimum interval of a conductor and said isolated land 1 of the path of the isolated land

concerned / 6 to 3 times.

[Claim 9] the multilayer build up patchboard which comes to carry out the laminating of the resin

insulating layer between layers, and the conductor layer by turns — setting— said conductor layer— a

dummy — while arranging a conductor— this dummy — a conductor and a dummy — the multilayer

build up patchboard characterized by forming a fillet in an intersection with a conductor.

[Claim 10] the multilayer build up patchboard which comes to carry out the laminating of the resin

insulating layer between layers, and the conductor layer by turns — setting— said conductor layer— a^

dummy— while arranging a conductor— this dummy — a conductor and a dummy — the multilayer

build up patchboard which is an intersection with a conductor and is characterized by forming a fillet in a

right angle or an acute-angle part.

[Translation done.]
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[Detailed Description of the Invention]

[0001]

[Field of the Invention] This invention relates to the multilayer build up patchboard which comes to carry

out the laminating of the resin insulating layer between layers, and the conductor layer to both sides of

a core substrate by turns.

[0002]

[Description of the Prior Art] It comes to carry out the laminating of a conductor layer and the resin

insulating layer between layers by turns on the core substrate with which a multilayer build up

patchboard consists of about i00-1000-micrometer glass fabrics. A conductor layer is mainly formed by

electrolysis or nonelectrolytic plating. The conductor layer on the resin insulating layer between each

class is connected through the Bahia hall. It consists of a solid layer used as the saucer of the Bahia

hall used as the land of circular or a polygon, a signal line (circuit pattern), and a voltage plane or a

grand layer as this conductor layer.

[0003]

[Problem(s) to be Solved by the Invention] However, in the multilayer build up patchboard of the

conventional technique, since a part with the thick thickness of a circuit pattern and a thin part

occurred and resistance did not become homogeneity, it had had a bad influence on propagation of an

electrical signal. Furthermore, since the thickness of the resin insulating layer (30 micrometers) between

layers formed in the upper layer of a circuit pattern (thickness of an average of 15 micrometers) became

uneven and an electrical property was not made to regularity, it was difficult to raise the engine

performance.

[0004] When this invention person studied this cause, it became, dear that dispersion had .arisen in the

thickness of the resin insulating layer between layers with the consistency by which a circuit pattern is

arranged, for example, a part with a high wiring consistency — thickness — thin — a consistency —
being low (part which does not have a signal line in the surroundings) — it may become thick in time

Moreover, on the contrary, in a part with a high wiring consistency, thickness may be thick and may

become thin in the place where a consistency is low.

[0005] From this fact, it is thought that 1st dispersion has arisen with plating thickness. That is, in the

part where a wiring consistency is low, electric field concentrate in the case of electrolysis plating,

thickness becomes thick, and on the contrary, since electric field distribute, it is thought in the part

where a wiring consistency .is high that-the thickness of a signal line becomes-thin. >

[0006] furthermore — as the 2nd reason — the circumference of the liquid of an etching reagent — it

is thought that dispersion has occurred in the thickness of a circuit pattern. In order to obtain current

and the higher engine performance, a multilayer build up patchboard is mainly formed by the semiadditive

process. In this semiadditive process, after giving the nonelectrolytic plating film to homogeneity at the

resin insulating layer between layers, a conductor layer is formed by forming a resist pattern, energizing

through this nonelectrolytic plating film and forming the electrolysis plating film in the agenesis section

of a resist. Here, after forming the electrolysis plating film and exfoliating a resist, light etching removes

the nonelectrolytic plating film under a resist, however, in a part with a high wiring consistency, the
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- thickness of a circuit pattern worsens [ the circumference of the liquid of an etching reagent ] thickly,

and on the contrary, when a consistency is low, the circumference of liquid is good in this light etching,

— elapsing— the thickness of a circuit pattern — line breadth may also become narrow while

becoming thin

[0007] It is made in order that this invention may solve the technical problem mentioned above, and the

purpose is in offering the multilayer build up patchboard which is excellent in the homogeneity of the

thickness of a circuit pattern and the resin insulating layer between layers.

[0008]

[Means for Solving the Problem] the surroundings of the circuit pattern which constitutes said

conductor layer in the multilayer build up patchboard with which claim 1 comes to carry out the

laminating of the resin insulating layer between layers, and the conductor layer by turns in order to

attain the above-mentioned purpose — a dummy — it makes to have arranged the conductor into a

technical feature.

[0009] moreover, the surroundings of two or more circuit patterns which constitute said conductor layer

in the multilayer build up patchboard with which claim 2 comes to carry out the laminating of the resin

insulating layer between layers, and the conductor layer by turns — a dummy — it makes to have
arranged the conductor into a technical feature.

[0010] the surroundings of the isolated land which constitutes said conductor layer in the multilayer

build up patchboard with which claim 5 comes to carry out the laminating of the resin insulating layer

between layers, and the conductor layer by turns — a dummy — it makes to have arranged the
conductor into a technical feature.

[0011] the multilayer build up patchboard with which claim 9 comes to carry out the laminating of the

resin insulating layer between layers, and the conductor layer by turns — setting — said conductor
layer— a dummy — while arranging a conductor — this dummy — a conductor and a dummy — it

makes to have formed the fillet in the intersection with a conductor into a technical feature.

[0012] the multilayer build up patchboard with which claim 10 comes to carry out the laminating of the

resin insulating layer between layers, and the conductor layer by turns — setting — said conductor
layer — a dummy — while arranging a conductor — this dummy — a conductor and a dummy — it is an
intersection with a conductor and makes to have formed the fillet in the right angle or the acute-angle
part into a technical feature.

[0013] invention of claims 1 and 2 — the surroundings of a circuit pattern — a dummy — since the

conductor is arranged,, in case^conductor layer is formed with electrolysis plating, concentration of

electric field does not occur but a circuit pattern can be formed in predetermined thickness. For this

reason, since it becomes possible to form an isolated circuit pattern and the circuit pattern of a high

density part in uniform thickness and thickness of the resin insulating layer between layers of this

circuit pattern upper layer is further made to homogeneity, the electrical property of a multilayer build

up patchboard can be raised, in addition, the circuit pattern.and dummy which are by this invention — it

writes in addition that a conductor does not need to be formed on the so-called core substrate by way
of precaution.

[0014] invention of claim 3 :— a dummy — since the width of face of a conductor is increased 1 to 3

times .of the minimum, width of face of a circuit pattern — concentration .of electric field— -not

generating— a circuit pattern and a dummy — a conductor can be formed in predetermined thickness.

[0015] invention of claim 4 — a dummy — since spacing of a conductor and a circuit pattern is

increased 1 to 3 times of the minimum width of face of a circuit pattern — concentration of electric

field — not generating— a circuit pattern and a dummy — a conductor can be formed in predetermined
thickness.

[0016] invention of claim 5 — the surroundings of an isolated land — a dummy — since the conductor
is arranged, in case a conductor layer is formed with electrolysis plating, concentration of electric field

does not occur but an isolated land can be formed in predetermined thickness. For this reason, it
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becomes p.ossible to form an isolated land and the land of a high density part in uniform thickness, and it

can raise the electrical property of a multilayer build up patchboard.

[0017] invention of claim 6 — the surroundings of an isolated land — a dummy — since it has

surrounded with the conductor, an isolated land can mitigate being influenced of the noise from the

outside etc.

[0018] invention of claim 7 — a dummy — since the width of face of a conductor is increased 1 of the

path of a land / 6 to 3 times — concentration of electric field — not generating— a land and a dummy
— a conductor can be formed in predetermined thickness.

[0019] invention of claim 8 — a dummy — since the minimum interval of a conductor and an isolated

land is increased 1 of the diameter of a land / 6 to 3 times — concentration of electric field — not

generating — a land and a dummy — a conductor can be formed in predetermined thickness.

[0020] invention of claim 9 — a dummy — a conductor and a dummy — since the fillet is formed in the

intersection with a conductor— a dummy — a conductor— mutual is connectable proper.

[0021] invention of claim 10 — a dummy — a conductor and a dummy — it is an intersection with a

conductor, and since the fillet is formed in the right angle or the acute-angle part, a right angle and an

acute-angle part are lost, and the crack by the stress concentration resulting from a corner does not

occur.

[0022] It is desirable to use the adhesives for nonelectrolytic plating as the above-mentioned resin

insulating layer between layers in this invention. The heat-resistant-resin particle of fusibility of the

thing which it comes to distribute in an acid or the heat resistant resin which is not hardened [ poorly

soluble ] to an oxidizer is [ these adhesives for nonelectrolytic plating ] the optimal to the acid or

oxidizer by which hardening processing was carried out. a heat-resistant-resin particle carries out

dissolution removal by processing with an acid and an oxidizer —r having— a front face— an octopus -

- the roughening side which consists of end-crater-like support can be formed.

[0023] In the above-mentioned adhesives for nonelectrolytic plating, as said heat-resistant-resin

particle by which especially hardening processing was carried out ** The floe which heat-resistant-resin

powder 10 micrometers or less and ** mean particle diameter made condense [ mean particle

diameter] heat-resistant-resin powder 2 micrometers or less, The heat-resistant powdered resin

powder and mean particle diameter whose mean particle diameter is 2-10 micrometers ** Mixture with

heat-resistant-resin powder 2 micrometers or less, ** The false particle to which mean particle

diameter makes one sort come to adhere to it even if the front face of heat-resistant-resin powder

whose mean particle diameter is 2-10 micrometers has little heat-resistant-resin powder 2 micrometers

or less or inorganic powder either, ** It is desirable for the heat-resistant powdered resin powder and

mean particle diameter whose mean particle diameter is 0.1-0.8 micrometers to exceed 0.8 micrometers,

and to use mixture with less than 2-micrometer heat-resistant-resin powder and the heat-resistant

powdered resin powder whose ** mean particle diameter is 0.1-1.0 micrometers. These are because

more complicated support can be formed.

[0024] The depth of a roughening side has good Rmax=0.01-20micrometer. It is for securing adhesion. In

a semiadditive process, 0.1-5 micrometers is especially good. It is because the nonelectrolytic plating

film is removable, securing adhesion.

- .-[0025] It is desirable to -become said acid. or-oxidizer^from -''the resin complex which consists-of

thermosetting resin and thermoplastics", or "the resin complex which consists of a photopolymer and

thermoplastics" as heat resistant resin of refractory **. About the former, thermal resistance is high

and it is because opening for the Bahia halls can be formed with photolithography about the latter.

[0026] As said thermosetting resin, an epoxy resin, phenol resin, polyimide resin, etc. can be used.

Moreover, when sensitization-izing, a methacrylic acid, an acrylic acid, etc. and a heat-curing radical are

made to acrylic—ization-react. Especially the acrylate of an epoxy resin is the optimal. As an epoxy

resin, novolak mold epoxy resins, such as a phenol novolak mold and a cresol novolak mold, the

cycloaliphatic epoxy resin which carried out dicyclopentadiene conversion can be used.
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[0027] As.thermoplastics, polyether sulfone (PES), polysulfone (PSF)
f polyphenylene sulfone (PPS),

polyphenylene sulfide (PPES), a polyphenyl ether (PPE)f polyether imide (PI), etc. can be used. As for

the mixed rate of thermosetting resin (photopolymer) and thermoplastics, thermosetting resin

(photopolymer) / thermoplastics =95 / 5 - 50/50 are good. It is because a high toughness value is

securable, without spoiling thermal resistance.

[0028] The mixed weight ratio of said heat-resistant-resin particle has 10-40 desirably good % of the

weight five to 50% of the weight to the solid content of a heat-resistant-resin matrix. A heat-resistant-

resin particle has amino resin (melamine resin, a urea-resin, guanamine resin), a good epoxy resin, etc. In

addition, two-layer [ from which a presentation differs ] may constitute adhesives.

[0029] In addition, the resin which various resin could be used [ resin ], for example, stiffened the

acrylate of the acrylate of the bisphenol A mold epoxy resin and the bisphenol A mold epoxy resin, a

novolak mold epoxy resin, and a novolak mold epoxy resin with the amine system curing agent, the

imidazole curing agent, etc. as a solder resist layer added to the front face of a multilayer build up

patchboard can be used.

[0030] On the other hand, since such a solder resist layer consists of resin with an upright frame,

exfoliation may produce it. For this reason, exfoliation of a solder resist layer can also be prevented by
preparing a reinforcement layer.

[0031] Here, as acrylate of the above-mentioned novolak mold epoxy resin, the epoxy resin to which the

glycidyl ether of a phenol novolak or a cresol novolak was made to react with an acrylic acid, a

methacrylic acid, etc. can be used.

[0032] The liquefied thing of the above-mentioned imidazole curing agent is desirable at 25 degrees C. It

is because homogeneity mixing can be carried out if liquefied. As such a liquefied imidazole curing agent,

1-benzyl-2-methylimidazole (name of article: 1 B-2 MZ), 1-cyanoethyl-2-ethyl-4-methylimidazole

(name of article: 2E4 MZ-CN), and a 4-methyl-2-ethyl imidazole (name of article: 2E4MZ) can be used.

[0033] As for the addition of this imidazole curing agent, it is desirable to consider as 1 - 10 % of the

weight to the total solid content of the above-mentioned solder resist constituent. This reason is that it

will be easy to carry out homogeneity mixing if an addition is within the limits of this.

[0034] As for the constituent before hardening of the above-mentioned solder resist, it is desirable to

use the solvent of a glycol ether system as a solvent. A free acid is not generated and the solder resist

layer using such a constituent does not oxidize a copper pad front face. Moreover, there is also little

harmful nature to the body.

[0035] as such a glycol ether system, solvent— the thing, of the following structure expression — it is

especially chosen out of diethylene-glycol wood ether (DMDG) and triethylerie glycol wood ether

(DMTG) desirably — one sort is used even if few either. These solvents are because the benzophenone
and Michler s ketone which are a reaction initiator can be completely dissolved by warming of about 30-

50 degrees C.

CH3 O - (CH2 CH2 O) n -CH3 (n=1-5)

10 - 70wt% of the solvent of this glycol ether system is good to the total weight of a solder resist

constituent.

[0036] In addition to this in a solder resist constituent which was explained above, a photosensitive

monomer etc. ;can be.added, for thermosetting resin and a resolution improvement forvarious defoaming

agents, a leveling agent, thermal resistance, the improvement of basicity-proof, and flexible grant. For

example, what consists of a polymer of acrylic ester as a leveling agent is good. Moreover, as an initiator,

Nippon Kayaku DETX-S is good as the Ciba-Geigy IRUGA cure 1907 and a photosensitizer. Furthermore,

coloring matter and a pigment may be added to a solder resist constituent. It is because a circuit

pattern can be concealed. It is desirable to use Phthalocyanine Green as this coloring matter.

[0037] A bisphenol mold epoxy resin can be used as the above-mentioned thermosetting resin as an
addition component. When there are the bisphenol A mold epoxy resin and a bisphenol female mold
epoxy resin as this bisphenol mold epoxy resin, it thinks basicity-proof as important to it and
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hypoviscosity-ization is required of it for the former, the latter is good for it (when thinking spreading

nature as important).

[0038] A multiple-valued acrylic monomer can be used as the above-mentioned photosensitive

monomer as an addition component. A multiple-valued acrylic monomer is because resolution can be

raised. For example, R-604 of Nippon Kayaku DPE-6A and the product made from the Kyoeisha

chemistry can be used as a multiple-valued acrylic monomer. Moreover, these solder resist constituents

have more desirably good 1-10 Pa-s 0.5 to 10 Pa-s at 25 degrees C. It is because it is the viscosity

which is easy to apply by the roll coater.

[0039]

[Embodiment of the Invention] Hereafter, the multilayer build up patchboard concerning the operation

gestalt of this invention and its manufacture approach are explained with reference to drawing. First, the

configuration of the multilayer build up patchboard 10 concerning the 1st operation gestalt of this

invention is explained with reference to drawing 6 (T), drawing 7 , and drawing 8 . Drawing 6 (T) shows

the sectional view of the multilayer printed wiring board 10 before IC chip loading, and drawing 7 lays the

IC chip 90 in the multilayer printed wiring board 10 shown in drawing 6 (T), and it shows the condition of

having attached in the DOTA board 94.

[0040] as shown in drawing 7 , in the multilayer build up patchboard 10, a through hole 36 forms in the

core substrate 30 — having— both sides of this core substrate 30 — a conductor — the circuit 34 is

formed, moreover, on this core substrate 30, the resin insulating layer 50 between lower layer side

layers arranges — having— the resin insulating layer 50 between lower layer side layers — Bahia hall

60, circuit pattern 58S, and land 58R and a dummy — a conductor — the conductor layer which

consists of 58D is formed, on this resin insulating layer 50 between lower layer layers, the resin

insulating layer 150 between the upper layers arranges :— having — the resin insulating layer 150

between layers — the Bahia hall 160, signal-line 158S, and a dummy — a conductor — the conductor

layer which consists of 158D is formed.

[0041] Solder bump 76U for connecting with the land 92 of the IC chip 90 is arranged in the top-face

side of the multilayer build up patchboard 10. Solder bump 76U is connected to the through hole 36

through the Bahia hall 160 and the Bahia hall 60. On the other hand, solder bump 76D for connecting

with the land 96 of a daughter board 94 is arranged in the inferior-surface-of-tongue side. This solder

bump 76D is connected to the through hole 36 through the Bahia hall 160 and the Bahia hall 60.

[0042] The top view of the conductor: layer formed in the X-X cross section of drawing 7 , i.e., the front

face of the resin insulating layer 50 between lower layer layers, is- shown in drawing 8 .The E-E cross

section of drawing 8 is equivalent to drawing 7 . it is shown in drawing 8 —- as — the resin inisulating-

layer 50 top between layers — as a conductor layer — circuit pattern 58S, land 58R, and isolated land

58RS and a dummy — a conductor— 58D and a dummy — a conductor— 58DS is formed.

[0043] All over- drawing, the part enclosed with A is expanded and it is shown in drawing 9 (A), the

surroundings of circuit pattern 58S isolated with this operation gestalt— a dummy — a conductor—
58D is arranged. On the other hand, the part enclosed with B in drawing 8 is expanded, and it is shown

n drawing 9 (B). here — the surroundings of three circuit pattern 58S — a dummy — a conductor—
58D is arrangedrthe multilayer build up patchboard of this operation gestalt — the surroundings of

circuit pattern<58S —.a dummy — a conductor-— -in case a. conductor layer is formed with electrolysis

plating so that! it may mention later since 58D is arranged, concentration of electric field does not occur,

does not become exaggerated etching in light etching mentioned later, but can form circuit pattern 58S

in predetermined thickness (15 micrometers) and width of face (37 micrometers). Moreover, since it

becomes possible to form an isolated signal line and the signal line of a high density part in uniform

thickness, thickness of the resin insulating layer 150 between layers of this signal-line upper layer is

made to homogeneity, and the electrical property of a multilayer build up patchboard can be raised.

[0044] in addition, a dummy — a conductor— the width of face of 58D is increased 1 to 3 times (37-

111 micrometers) of the minimum width of face (37 micrometers) of circuit pattern 58S. if it is this width



efface —: circuit pattern 58S and a dummy — a conductor— 58D — concentration of electric field —
not generating— the signal line concerned and a dummy — a conductor can be formed in

predetermined thickness, on the other hand — a dummy — a conductor — the minimum interval D1 of

58D and circuit pattern 58S is increased 1 to 3 times (37-1 1 1 micrometers) of a signal line 38. for this

reason, concentration of electric field — not generating— a circuit pattern and a dummy — a

conductor can be formed in predetermined thickness.

[0045] The part enclosed with C in drawing 8 is expanded, and it is shown in drawing 10 (C). isolated

land 58RS — a dummy — a conductor— it is surrounded by 58DS. isolated land 58RS is surrounded in

the multilayer build up patchboard of this operation gestalt — as — a dummy — a conductor — in case

a conductor layer is formed with electrolysis plating so that it may mention later since 58DS is arranged,

concentration of electric field does not occur, does not become exaggerated etching in light etching

mentioned later, but can form isolated land 58RS in predetermined thickness (15 micrometers) and a

predetermined path (133 micrometers). For this reason, since it becomes possible to form isolated land

58DS and land 58D of a high density part in uniform thickness and thickness of the resin insulating layer

150 between layers of this circuit pattern upper layer is further made to homogeneity, the electrical

property of a multilayer build up patchboard can be raised.

[0046] in addition, the surrounding dummy of isolated land 58RS — a conductor— since the minimum
width of face of 58DS is increased 1 of the. diameter (133 micrometers) of a land / 6 to 3 times (22-399

micrometers) -— concentration of electric field — not generating— a land and a dummy — a conductor

can be formed in predetermined thickness, moreover, a dummy — a conductor — since the minimum
interval D2 of 58DS, an isolated land, and 58RSes is increased 1 of the diameter of a land / 6 to 3 times

(22-399 micrometers) — concentration of electric field — not generating— a land and a dummy — a

conductor can be formed in predetermined thickness, furthermore, the surroundings of isolated land

58RS — a dummy — a conductor —: since it has surrounded by 58DS, it is mitigable that isolated land

58RS is influenced of the noise from the outside etc. -

[0047] Drawing 1 0, (C*) shows the isolated land from which the isolated land shown in drawing 10 (C)

differs, the example shown in drawing 10 (C) — a dummy *— a conductor —: it connects with the Bahia

hall 60 and 58DS is connected to the earth line by the side of the core substrate 30 (refer to drawing

7 ). this example — a- dummy — a conductor— since 58DS is connected to the ground, it can prevent

influencing isolated land 58RS of the noise. from the outside etc: - .

[0048] The part enclosed with D in drawing 8 is expanded. and it js: shown in drawing 1

1

. the multilayer

build up patchboard 10 of.this,operation gestalt — a dummy— a conductor -~-,.58D and a dummy— a .

conductor— it is an intersection with 58D and the fillet F2 has formed the fillet F1 in the acute-angle

part at the right-angle section, for this reason, a dummy — a conductor — mutual is connectable

proper. Moreover, a right angle and an acute-angle part are lost, and the* crack by the stress,

concentration resulting from a corner does not occur. That is, although a crack may occur in the resin

insulating layer between layers with the corner as the starting point which concentrates and requires

thermal stress in a thermo cycle when a part of conductor layer has. a corner, generating of the starting

crack can be prevented in the multilayer build up patchboard of this operation gestalt.

[0049] Drawing 1

2

(E) shows the case where circuit pattern 58S and isolated land 58RS are close, the

case whereJt-starts— circuit -pattern -58S- and isolated land 58RS-— both — ra-dummy,—-a conductor ,

— it can surround by 58D. On the other hand, drawing 12 (F) shows the case where plane layer 58H for

voltage planes exist near circuit pattern 58S. the case where it starts — especially — between circuit

pattern 58S and plane layer 58H — a dummy —Jt is not necessary to arrange a conductor

[0050] Then, the manufacture approach of the multilayer multilayer build up patchboard concerning the

1st operation gestalt mentioned above is explained with reference to drawing. Here, the presentation of

the adhesives for A. nonelectrolytic plating used for the manufacture approach of the multilayer

multilayer build up patchboard of the 1st operation gestalt, the resin insulation agent between B. layers,

C. resin bulking agent, and D. solder resist constituent is explained.
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[0051] A. Paw material constituent for adhesives preparation for nonelectrolytic plating (adhesives for

the upper layers)

[Resin constituent **] They are 35 weight sections, the photosensitive monomer (Toagosei make and

ARONIKKUSU M315) 3.15 weight section, and a defoaming agent (the Sannopuko make, S-65) 0.5 about

the resin liquid made to dissolve 25% acrylic ghost of a cresol novolak mold epoxy resin (the Nippon

Kayaku make, molecular weight 2500) in DMDG by 80wt(s)% concentration. Stirring mixing was carried

out and the weight section and the NMP 3.6 weight section were obtained.

[0052] [Resin constituent **] The polyether sulfone (PES) 12 weight section, mean particle diameter of

an epoxy resin particle (Mitsuhiro formation make, the polymer pole) 1.0-micrometer thing The 7.2

weight sections, mean particle diameter After mixing the 3.09 weight sections for a 0.5-micrometer thing,

the NMP30 weight section was added further, and with the bead mill, stirring mixing was carried out and

it obtained.

[0053] [Curing agent constituent **] The imidazole curing agent (Shikoku formation make, 2E4 MZ-CN)

2 weight section, the photoinitiator (Ciba-Geigy make, [RUGA cure 1-907) 2 weight section, and

photosensitizer 0.2 (the Nippon Kayaku make, DETX-S) Stirring mixing was carried out and the weight

section and the NMP 1.5 weight section were obtained.

[0054] B. The raw material constituent for resin insulation agent preparation between layers (adhesives

for lower layers)

[Resin constituent **] They are 35 weight sections, the photosensitive monomer (Toagosei make and

ARONIKKUSU M315) 4 weight section, and a defoaming agent (the Sannopuko make, S-65) 0.5 about

the resin liquid made to dissolve 25% acrylic ghost of a cresol novolak mold epoxy resin (the Nippon

Kayaku make, molecular weight 2500) in DMDG by 80wt(s)% concentration. Stirring mixing was carried

out and the weight section and the NMP 3.6 weight section were obtained.

[0055] [Resin constituent **] The polyether sulfone (PES) 1 2 weight section mean particle diameter of

an epoxy resin particle (Mitsuhiro formation make, the polymer pole) 0.5-micrometer thing After mixing

the 14.49 weight sections, the NMP30 weight section was added further, and with the bead mill, stirring

mixing was carried out and it obtained.

[0056] [Curing agent constituent **] The imidazole curing agent (Shikoku formation make, 2E4 MZ-CN)

2 weight section, the photoinitiator (Ciba-Geigy make, [RUGA cure 1-907) 2 weight section, and

photosensitizer 0.2 (the Nippon Kayaku make, DETX-S) The weight section and NMP1.5 Stirring mixing

was carried out and the weight section was obtained.

[0057] C. the raw material constituent [resin constituent **] bisphenol female mold epoxy monomer for

resin bulking agent preparation (the product made from.oil-ized shell —) Molecular weight 310, the

YL983U100 weight section, mean-particle-diameter spherical particle by which coating of the silane

coupling agent was carried out to the front face Si02 which is 1.6 micrometers (the product made from

an ADOMA tech, CRS 1 101-CE, and here) magnitude of grain of maximum size is made below into the

thickness (15 micrometers) of the inner layer copper pattern mentioned later— the 170 weight sections

and leveling agent (the Sannopuko make, PERENORU S4) 1.5 By carrying out stirring mixing of the

weight section It is 45,000-49,000cps at 23**1 degree C about the viscosity of the mixture. It adjusted

and obtained.

[Curing.agent constituent **]-Imidazole curing. agent 6.5 (Shikpku formation.make, 2E4MZ-CN) Weight -

section.

[0058] D. Oligomer of the photosensitive grant which acrylic-ized 50% of epoxy groups of 60% of the

weight of the cresol novolak mold epoxy resin (Nippon Kayaku make) dissolved in the solder resist

constituent DMDG (molecular weight 4000) 46.67g, 80% of the weight of the bisphenol A mold epoxy

resin (the product made from oil-ized shell —) dissolved in the methyl ethyl ketone Epicoat 1001 15.0g

and an imidazole curing agent (Shikoku — formation — make —) the multiple-valued acrylic monomer

(the Nippon Kayaku make —) which are 2E4 MZ-CN1.6 g and a photosensitive monomer R604 3g — the

same — multiple-valued acrylic monomer (the product made from the Kyoeisha chemistry, and DPE6A)
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1.5.g 0.71 g (the Sannopuko make, S-65) of dispersed system defoaming agents is mixed, and this

mixture is received further. The benzophenone (product made from the Kanto chemistry) as a

photoinitiator 2g, Michlers ketone as a photosensitizer (product made from the Kanto chemistry) 0.2g, in

addition the solder resist constituent which adjusted viscosity to 2.0 Pa-s at 25 degrees C were

obtained. In addition, measurement of viscosity is a Brookfield viscometer (Tokyo Keiki and DVL-B
mold). In the case of 60rpm, they are rotor No.4 and 6rpm. The case was based on rotor No.3.

[0059] Then, the production process of the multilayer build up patchboard concerning the 1st operation

gestalt of this invention is explained with reference to drawing 1 thru/or drawing 7 . With this 1st

operation gestalt, a multilayer build up patchboard is formed depending on the method of a semi additive.

[0060] (1) Copper clad laminate 30A which 1 8-micrometer copper foil 32 laminates to both sides of the

substrate 30 which consists of a glass epoxy resin with a thickness of 1mm or BT (bismaleimide triazine)

resin as shown in drawing 1 (A) was used as the start ingredient, first, the thing which drill drilling of this

copper clad laminate 30A is carried out, nonelectrolytic plating processing is performed, and a through

hole 36 is formed ( drawing 1 (B)), and is etched in the shape of a pattern — a conductor — the core

substrate 30 shown in drawing 1 (C) is formed by arranging a circuit 34.

[0061] (2) a conductor — washing in cold water the substrate 30 in which the circuit 34 and the through

hole 36 were formed, and as an oxidation bath (melanism bath), after drying NaOH (10 g/l) and NaCIO 2

(40 g/l) Na3 P04 (6 g/l) As a reduction bath, it is NaOH (10 g/l) and NaBH4. (6 g/l) By oxidation-

reduction processing in which it used a conductor — the roughening, layer 38 was formed in the front

face of a circuit 34 and a through hole 36 (refer to drawing 1 (D)).

[0062] (3) Mixed kneading of the raw material constituent for resin bulking agent preparation of C was
carried out, and the resin bulking agent was obtained.

[0063] (4) Above (3) By using the obtained resin bulking agent 40 within 24 hours, using a roll coater for

both sides of a substrate 30 after preparation, and applying It is filled up between circuits 34 and in a

through hole 36. a conductor— a circuit 34 and a conductor — it dries in 70 degrees C and 20 minutes
— making— the field of another side — the same — carrying out — a conductor.— a circuit 34 and a

conductor — it was filled up with the resin bulking agent 40 between circuits 34 or in the through hole

36, and stoving was carried out in 70 degrees C and 20 minutes (refer to drawing 2 (E)).

[0064] (5) the above (4) one side of a substrate 30 which finished processing— #600 the belt sander

polish using belt abrasive paper (Sankyo Rikagaku make) — a conductor — it ground so that the resin

bulking agent 40 might remain neither in the front face' of a circuit 34, nor the land 36a front face of a

through hole-36,-and subsequently buffing for removing the blemish by said belt sander polish Was ,

performed. Such a series of polishes were similarly performed about the field of another side of a

substrate (refer to drawing 2 (F)). Subsequently, it performed by 100 ** for 1 hour, 150 degree C
performed heat-treatment of 7 hours at 180 degree C by 120 ** for 1 hour for 3 hours, and the resin

bulking agent 40 was hardened.

[0065] thus, the surface section of the resin bulking agent 40 with which the through hole 36 grade was
filled up and a conductor— after removing the roughening layer 38 of circuit 34 top face and graduating

substrate 30 both sides — the resin bulking agent 40 and a conductor— the wiring substrate which the

side face of a circuit 34 stuck firmly through the roughening layer 38, and the internal surface and the

-resin bulking-agent 40 of a through hole 36-stuck*firmly through.the.roughening layer 38 was obtained.

namely, this process — the front face of the resin bulking agent 40, and a conductor — the front face

of a circuit 34 turns into the same flat surface.

[0066] (6) Carry out alkaline degreasing to the substrate 30 in which the circuit 34 was formed, and
carry out software etching, a conductor— subsequently Process with the catalyst solution which

consists of a palladium chloride and an organic acid, and Pd catalyst is given. Copper-sulfate 3.2x10-2

mol/l, nickel-sulfate 3.9x10-3 mol/l after activating this catalyst, Complexing agent 5.4x10-2 mol/l,

sodium hypophosphite 3.3x10-1 mol/l, boric-acid 5.0x10-1 mol/l and a surfactant (the Nissin Chemical
Industry make —) It dips in Sir FIRU 465 0.1 g/l and the nonelectrolytic plating liquid which consists of
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t?H=9. after [ of immersion ] 1 minute — 1 time per 4 seconds — a rate — length — and transverse

oscillation is carried out — making — a conductor — the enveloping layer and the roughening layer 42

of a needlelike alloy which consist of Cu-nickel-P were prepared in the front face of land 36a of a

circuit 34 and a through hole 36, and pars-basilaris-ossis-occipitalis 60a of the Bahia hall (refer to

drawing 2 (G)).

[0067] Furthermore, the Cu-Sn substitution reaction was carried out on condition that HOUFU **-ized

tin 0.1 mol/l, thiourea 1.0 mol/l, the temperature of 35 degrees C, and PH=1.2, and 0.3micromSn layer

(not shown) in thickness was prepared in the front face of a roughening layer.

[0068] (7) Stirring mixing of the raw material constituent for resin insulation agent preparation between

layers of B was carried out, it adjusted to viscosity 1.5 Pa-s, and the resin insulation agent between

layers (for lower layers) was obtained. Subsequently, stirring mixing of the raw material constituent for

adhesives preparation for nonelectrolytic plating of A was carried out, it adjusted to viscosity 7 Pa-s,

and the adhesives solution for nonelectrolytic plating (for the upper layers) was obtained.

[0069] (8) Above (6) To both sides of a substrate, it is the above (7). Obtained viscosity It applies within

24 hours by the roll coater after preparing the resin insulation agent 44 between layers of 1.5 Pa-s (for

lower layers). After leaving it for 20 minutes in the level condition, desiccation for 30 minutes (prebaking)

is performed at 60 degrees C. Subsequently After applying within 24 hours after preparing the

photosensitive adhesives solution (for the upper layers) 46 of viscosity 7 Pa-s obtained above (7) and

leaving it for 20 minutes in the level condition, desiccation for 30 minutes (prebaking) was performed at

60 degrees C, and with a thickness of 35 micrometers adhesives layer 50alpha was formed (refer to

drawing 2 (H)).

[0070] (9) Above (8) The photo-mask film (not shown) with which the black spot of 85 micrometerphi

was printed is stuck to both sides of the substrate 30 in which the adhesives layer was formed, and it is

an ultrahigh pressure mercury lamp. 500 mJ/cm2 It exposed. Spray development of this is carried out

with a DMTG solution, and it is the substrate 30 concerned by the ultrahigh pressure mercury lamp

^further 3000 mJ/cm2 It exposes. 100 **1 hour, 120 **1 hour, after that By carrying out heat-treatment

#; (postbake) of 3 hours at 150 degrees C The resin insulating layer 50 with a thickness of 35 micrometers

-:>which has the opening (opening for the Bahia hall formation) 48 of 85 micrometerphi excellent in the

dimensional accuracy equivalent to a photo^mask film between layers (two-layer structure) was formed

(refer to drawing 3 (I)). In addition, the tinning layer (not shown) was partially exposed to the opening 48

used as the Bahia hall.

[0071] (10) By immersing the substrate 30 with which opening 48 was formed in a chromic acid for. 19

minutes, and carrying out dissolution removal of the epoxy resin particle which exists in the front face of

the resin insulating layer 50 between layers, the front face of the resin insulating layer 50 between

layers concerned was roughened (refer to drawing 3 (J)), and after being immersed in the neutralization

solution (product made from SHIPUREI) after that, it washed in cold water.

[0072] (11) Attach a catalyst nucleus to the front face of the resin insulating layer 50 between layers by

giving a palladium catalyst (product made from ATOTEKKU) to the front face of the base 30 which

roughened the front face in the stroke of the above (10). Then, a substrate 30 is immersed into the non-

electrolytic copper plating water solution of the presentation shown below, and the nonelectrolytic

. plating film 52 wkh^a -thicknes&-of 0.6 micrometers -is formed in the whole (refer to drawing 3- (K)X~ -
, ^

[Nonelectrolytic plating water solution]

EDTA 150 g/l copper sulfate 20 g/IHCHO 30 ml/INaOH 40 g/lalpha and alpha-bipyridyl 80 mg/IPEG 0.1

g/l [nonelectrolytic plating conditions] It is 30 minutes [0073] by whenever [ 70-degree C solution

temperature ]. (12) Stick commercial photosensitive dry film 54alpha on the non-electrolytic copper

plating film 52 formed above (11), lay the mask 53 with which predetermined pattern 53a was drawn, and

it is 100 mJ/cm2. After exposing ( drawing 3 (L)), the development was carried out by the 0.8 % sodium

carbonate, and the plating resist 54 with a thickness of 15 micrometers was formed (refer to drawing 4

(M)).
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10074] (13) Subsequently, by passing a current through the non-electrolytic copper plating film 52,

electrolytic copper plating was performed to the resist agenesis part on condition that the following, and

the electrolytic copper plating film 56 with a thickness of 15 micrometers was formed (refer to drawing 4

(N».

[Electrolysis plating water solution]

Sulfuric acid 180 g/l Copper sulfate 80 g/l Additive (made in ATOTEKKU Japan, KAPARASHIDO GL)

1 MI/I [Electrolysis Plating Conditions]

Current density 1 A/dm2 Time amount 30 minutes Temperature Room temperature [0075] Here, a

conductor layer and the Bahia hall 60 are formed by forming the electrolytic copper plating film 56 on

the non-electrolytic copper plating film 52. as this conductor layer, it mentioned above with reference to

drawing 8 — as — circuit pattern 58S, land 58R, isolated land 58RS, and a dummy — a conductor—
58D and a dummy — a conductor — 58DS is formed (inside [ of drawing 4 (O) ], and circuit pattern 58S

and land 58R, and a dummy — a conductor— only 58 D is shown), the surroundings of circuit pattern

58S isolated with this operation gestalt here, and isolated land 58RS — a dummy — a conductor —
since 58D and 58DS are arranged, in the above-mentioned electrolysis plating, concentration of electric

field does not occur but circuit pattern 58S and land 58R and isolated land 58RS can be formed in the

thickness of homogeneity.

[0076] (14) First, 5%, by KOH, carry out exfoliation removal and carry out plating resist 54. Then, the

conductor layer with a thickness of 15 micrometers and the Bahia hall 60 which consist of non-

electrolytic copper plating film 52 and electrolytic copper plating film 56 as etching processing (light

etching) was carried out, dissolution removal is carried out and the nonelectrolytic plating film 52 under

plating resist was mentioned above with the mixed liquor of a sulfuric acid and a hydrogen peroxide were

formed ( drawing 4 (O)).

[0077] the surroundings of circuit pattern 58S isolated with this operation gestalt in case light etching

removes the nonelectrolytic plating film 52 — a dummy — a conductor— since 58D is arranged, the

circumference of the liquid of an etching reagent becomes uniform, and can form circuit pattern 58S in

the thickness (15 micrometers) and width of face (37 micrometers) of homogeneity.

[0078] (15) and (6) the same processing— carrying out — circuit pattern 58S and a dummy — a

conductor— the front face of 58D and land 58R and the Bahia hall 60 — Cu-nickel-P from — the

becoming roughening side 62 was formed and Sn permutation was further performed on the front face

(refer to drawing 5 (P)). :

[0079] (16)-and (7) repeating the process of- (15) —J further— the upper resin insulating layer 150

between layers and the Bahia hall 160, signal-line 158S, and a dummy — a conductor — a multilayer

build up patchboard is completed by forming 158D (refer to drawing 5 (Q)). in addition, the conductor of

this upper layer— Sn permutation was not performed in the process which forms a circuit.

[0080] (17) And form a solder bump in the multilayer build up patchboard mentioned above. Solder resist

constituent 70alpha explained by above-mentioned D. is applied to substrate 30 both sides acquired

above (16) by the thickness of 45 micrometers. Subsequently, the photo-mask film (not shown) with a

thickness of 5mm with which the circle pattern (mask pattern) was drawn after performing for 20

minutes at 70 degrees C and performing desiccation processing for 30 minutes at 70 degrees C is stuck,

and it-lays,^ and -is 1O00 mJ/cm2. A DMTG -development is-exposed and carried out by ultraviolet rays.

And further, it heat-treats at 120 degree C by 100 degree C for 1 hour for 1 hour, and heat-treats [ 80

degrees C ] on the conditions of 3 hours by 150 degree C for 1 hour, and the solder resist layer

(thickness of 20 micrometers) 70 which has opening (diameter of opening 200 micrometers) 71 into a

solder pad part (the Bahia hall and its land part are included) is formed (refer to drawing 5 (R)).

[0081] (18) next, nickel chloride 2.31x10-1 mol/l, sodium hypophosphite 2.8 x10-1 mol/l, and sodium-

citrate 1.85x10-1 mol/l — since — this substrate 30 was immersed in the becoming non-electrolyzed

nickel-plating liquid of pH=4.5 for 20 minutes, and the nickel-plating layer 72 with a thickness of 5

micrometers was formed in opening 71. Furthermore, the solder pad 75 is formed in the Bahia hall 160
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by the substrate being immersed in the non-electrolyzed gilding liquid which consists of gold cyanide

potassium 4.1 x10-2 mol/l, ammonium-chloride 1.87x10-1 mol/l, sodium-citrate 1.16x10-1 mol/l f and

sodium hypophosphite 1.7x10-1 mol/l for 7 minutes and 20 seconds on 80-degree C conditions, and

forming the gilding layer 74 with a thickness of 0.03 micrometers on a nickel-plating layer (refer to

drawing 6 (S)). Then, the reinforcement layer 78 of a solder resist 70 is covered.

[0082] (19) And by printing soldering paste to the opening 71 of the solder resist layer 70, and carrying

out a reflow to it at 200 degrees C, the solder bumps (solder object) 76U and 76D were formed, and the

multilayer build up patchboard 10 was completed (refer to drawing 6 R> 6 (T)).

[0083] It lays in solder bump 76U of the completed multilayer printed wiring board 10 so that the pad 92

of the IC chip 90 may correspond, and a reflow is performed to it, and the IC chip 90 is carried in it.

Then, the multilayer printed wiring board 10 carrying this IC chip 90 is laid so that it may correspond to

the bump 96 by the side of the DOTA board 94, a reflow is performed, and it attaches in the DOTA

board 94. (Refer to drawing 7 ) .

[Translation done.]

* NOTICES *

JP0 and NCI PI are not responsible for any

damages caused by the use of this translation.

1.This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original

precisely.

2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.1n the drawings, any words are not translated.

DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[Brief Description of the Drawings]

[Drawing 1] Drawing 1 (A), drawing 1 (B), drawing 1 (C), and drawing 1 (D) are the production process

Figs, of the multilayer build up patchboard concerning the 1st operation .gestalt of this invention.

[Drawing 2] Drawing 2 (E), drawing 2 (F). drawing 2 (GX and drawing 2 (H) are the production process

Figs, of the multilayer build up patchboard concerning the 1st operation gestalt of this invention.

[Drawing 3] Drawing 3 (I), drawing 3 (J), drawing 3 (K), and drawing 3 (L) are the production process Figs,

of the multilayer build up patchboard concerning the 1 st operation gestalt of this invention.

[Drawing 4] Drawing 4 (M), drawing 4 (N), and drawing 4 (O) are the production process Figs, of the

multilayer build up patchboard concerning the 1st operation gestalt of this invention.

[Drawing 5] Drawing 5 (P), drawing 5 (Q), and drawing 5 (R) are the production process Figs, of the

multilayer build up patchboard concerning the 1st operation gestalt of this invention.

[Drawing 6] It is the sectional view of the multilayer build up patchboard concerning drawing 6 (S) and

the 1st operation gestalt of drawing 6 (T) this invention.

[Drawing 7] It is the sectional view of the multilayer build up patchboard concerning the 1st operation

gestalt of this invention.

[Drawing 8] Drawing 8 is the X-X cross-sectional view of drawing 7 .

[Drawing 9] Drawing 9 (A) is the A section enlarged drawing in drawing 8 , and drawing 9 R> 9 (B) is the

B section enlarged drawing in drawing 8 .

[Drawing 10] Drawing 10 (C) is the C section enlarged drawing in drawing 8 , and drawing 10 (C) is the

enlarged drawing of an isolated land.

[Drawing 1 1] Drawing 1

1

is the enlarged drawing of the D section in drawing 8 .

[Drawing 1 2] drawing 12 (E) and drawing 12 (F) — a signal line and a dummy — it is the enlarged
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'^rawing of. a conductor.

[Description of Notations]

30 Core Substrate

36 Bahia Hall

50 Resin Insulating Layer between Layers

58 Conductor — Circuit

58S Circuit pattern

58R Land

58RSes Isolated land

58D a dummy — a conductor

58DSs and a dummy — a conductor

60 Bahia Hall

1 50 Resin Insulating Layer between Layers

160 Bahia Hall

[Translation done.]
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©ff 5 r t 5.
• [0 0 1 5] «*«4©^|q-ett, ^5-«*i:SEi/<

*-Vt'©Hgfif5&. E*&/<*— ^©ft/h©*!© l~3fg
KLTfcSfc©, ©ft "f

[ooi6] h*ib 5oan m5t7 v k.oh t> t

*jjr£©ff*fc?&*-rs r©fc©, ms,-

Lti>57 v K t , &ftg6#©7 v Kt £*^fcJ¥*»~
Bffo-tz

z

t t**im^£ <o . &m kt y -jw$m.p-

£ iS© 5 - t *5 "C ft 2.

.

[0017] 6 ©»W;?tt-, . ^ K©@ (9 £v-

4

J <{ X*$<0&®*$: it 5© Sr#®-C ft So

[00 1 8] II*3S7©^BJ-Ci4, ^5-3|#©«g£,
7VK©@©l/6~3fgtCLTfc5fc©, ®#©ftf

[0.0 1 9] »*J58(©*WC»±, y5-tftl47
v Kt ©&/NKIPBS:, 7 v K&© l /6 ~ 3^lc LTfc

5*:©. ^^©ftf^lg^Ts 9^K2l^5-*»
io SrBff^©J»^^^J*i-5r.t^-C?tSo

[0 0 2 0] ff#Jj9©!PJ-m, ^5-#ft:t^5-

[0021] m*mi (kd&wx-^ m-mftty^

V\ . -
•

[0022] *&wxK, ±.&mm®hmmm t ut«

tt©*«<ko»J^»]lBf K:^**ixT/j:4 t©**»ai

«t^*»i8!*£ttx , ,*®kmotar*©t -

[00 2 3] Jbia*«W»o*ffl*«?WK:*s«r^T, <»K:

2 ~10 M m©BStettl&^Jlit&*i sp*SJia^i6S 2 ju

m«T©i»SRH4»lig»*t©iS^-fte. ©Tie«Ea*s 2 ~
io^ m<omimmm®jfco&m\z¥im&& 2 M m«T
©ws^«fl§i9**fctt«i«^©^r*v'ja^>*< 1 1>

ia*f+*$*X^5!8^*i^/(i)¥^k@!i5 0. l~
0. 8 »m<nwmm&M®mifoMb¥i$)nmtfo. 8u

. jpawttsaso; i~i. 0 n m<Dmmtm*mzmm*

40 Sr^-CtS^bT'fcSo
[0 0 2 4] iftiOSJtt, Rmax = 0. 0 1~2
0um&£*>\ **1*Sr»«-f5fc.»T»*4. #lcir5

7f'fT-f7'St-li > .0. l~5/imi5J;l,\ ^*t4S:

iffiLoo, ftE«#P©otmSr»*T?# 5'*>fe-C*>5.

[0025] Mtmhz^teMim\zm®&<D®imm»
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(4)

5

[0 0 2 6] m&mW&ffl&k UTf±, 3t#*5/»

Jig, 7*y-/H»re, #y-r 5 KttJiiKeifSrttfll-e*

[0 0 2 7] fRjpJM'ttWIgt Utli, TKyrc-x^/V
(PES) , #y X/U7ty (PSF) , TJ^y 7

i=i/y^/V7^y (PPS) . ^y-7i= uy-y-ju

y

?4 K (PPES) s ^D7i=/n-r;i' CP P

E) , jK!)x-f/^5K (PI) 4t'^ffit*#5.

f±, ffitSEfcteMMB (^ftttttf/IB) /tR^»tt*Hffi= 9 5

/5~5 0/5 0*sj;v>o HHMt*r.a* 5 - i * < , W

[oo28] mi5Mm&mmm*<o&'&maiti-t. mm »

ttflMB^ h y 7^^©IMt»U5~5 0li% 1

as l < »i i b ~ 4 o fifi%*5 <t v \ mmtemmm.1?-

mm) . ***^jB4-if*j:v\'jie*j» s*^Jtt, sa

j*©**5 2JBKJ:0*J*L-C<>J:v\,

[0 0 2 9] &*5, #J1 tVW KT'y :/BMKO&iEl£tt

7 a / -/UAaai^drVWJJgcOT^ y V"- K / #7 S>

[0 0 3 0] —75\ rcoi 5*V^— L'v7^ HI4«

[0 0 3 1] ±fE/zK7->'?S3izK=*-y:|»flB<0

7^!)u-htLm 7i/-;P/!f!7 7^^L')'
.

* * ? » >m&¥ kfrmzittz^7j!*^mmteb'*m\/ ^ *°

[0 0 3 2] ±tR4 5 ^y-zH^tajf*,. 25*c-c?i$^-e

Ky^-2-^;K5y/-^' (D
pniS : 1B2MZ ) ,

l-v-T y 3i^v-2-3i^w—4-^ ^vi~r 5 yy—;i> (p°p

* : 2E4MZ-CN) , 4-^ ^/P-2-i^-/U-f 5 ;V ( O
n
o

£ : 2E4MZ ) r i 5,,

[0 0 3 3] wCO^T 5 y/-/vs&fl:2flo8yjpfttt. ±12
v/u^-us?* hm^<ommm^\cnLx l-iomm so

5

[00 34] lEyA-y-V'^ h©WbltoBj«»M\

[0 0 3 5] Z(Oi. otaVU 3—/V3i—x/w^^t L

^y3-;V'7^f/H-f;> (DMDG) *S «fc f y ^
^u^-yij =-;^^f;n-7;w{DMTG)

tt, 30~50,C@«wjp?ajc: J: UKJ&Mteffl-efc^vy
7x /y^n 7-> h vJr^tigi15 : t

i

5 t*

# •
•

CH 3 O - (CH 2 CH 2 O) n -CH ;

3 ' (n=l~
5)

mf&tto<D±m&\£MVX 1 o~7 0wt%^j:(,No

[ 0 0 3 6 ] &±.wm ufci 5 * v^y-

Xli. 1-'<1W%—Wi<r>4 >\>%**.T 1 9 0 7, 7t*ilS

ait U-CfiB^ba8*©DE.TX-s*sj;v\

t L-T»i7^nv-T=V^y->''5rffl^5Ci:^at L

[0037] ^*pj*^ b vx<D±.fg.mmit&mmb lx
^7i /-/wSbisKSf MIMgSrfflv^S r i ^r-^

y —jUAM^tf*ismiH b ^7i y -/v

F

m=-tf* *s

[0 0 3 8] mw&frb LTW±IS^53ttt^-y-7-t b

#(85T* y/v^^E-y-^-Ji, A¥tfl«Srl6i±$-&5r t*s

UT, B*^Sa<ODPE-6A, *^tt^Sl}WR-
6 0 4«rffl^5ii:«5-?f5,

U-^ hffi^fefi, 2 5tT0. 5~10Pa-s, i

[00 3 9]
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(T) , EI7&tfEI8£#H8LTlii0J!-rao 06 (T)

it, i c5=- s/^^mj.^^T'.y ^ \~mm& i o cD»rE

ElSr^U EI7H\ E16 (T) \Zf^-^-^M~f. x) *S MEiiS-

«1 OK I C^-yT'g O-Srifi&ttU K-^*-K9 4-

[0 040] E7 jc^-ri o\^m tvu kt s/^ie^te'

iig^s 5 o rmmmmm^ttmm so\z

8R, 2fctf, y.$rr-^*5 8Dfrbtl:Z>mtem<Dtef$.&'

ivcv^„ KTBlPBWJ3i*fe^5 0<o±tcfi, ±JIJf

rawni^e i 5 oasia«$*u m^m^mm i 5 o

\at. 6 o. m^-Bi 5 8 sst^y?—

[ 0 O 4 1 ] . tVV KT y ^Ifiiglg 1 0 CD±ffi<I|}C

I 0©7VK9 2--^i:-Sfc^<D^Ba

7.6 U^iE^$HTV>S. ¥-ffl/<77\7; 6 Uti/^

-f T*—/H 6 0&tl!^-l'T*-/V6 OSr^LT^^—
*-/U3 6^)^$tvT.V^5o — Tffifflifctt, K—
*-#-K9 4©7-yK9 6(^^1-5 fci?>coi£ffl/<v

:/7 6D*SEK$^T^5. t£¥ffl/<>":/7 6Dtt, /<

Td>—A'l 6 Q'fit)|/V7*-/V6 OSr^fLT^/'V'—

*-;U3 6 ^SSRStVCV**.
[004 2] El 7 cox--XWSrffiv IP*>> TJPJBIWWJB

.imui 5 o <DmmzM&£fttcm&m(D¥Mm :&m 8

t

s<t>—75 8Si« 7V K5 8Ri, 147VK5 8 R

[004 31 EJtf-e, ATIl/^cgM££rfe*:LTEI9

5 8 S©|e]»H;:y$-##5 8DSrIE^b-Cfc5. —
£\ ElS^cOB^H^cSStefcili^LTEig (B)

f. dr-TT-te, 3*colE^^->-5 8 Scolel?)

-3g#5 8DSrga^LTfo2.o *9&S3»&<D&n\?A'h'

T-y^&mmT'te. BBI*'<*— 8 SC0Ih]!9»c^?-

#{^5 8D5riE!SLTV^C0T% ^3£-f5 J: 5

Srmft?»otlc.}; t5^j£1-5^K, mffo******

(15/i m) Rift® ( 3 7 n m) £

tt^®JBMttJBIfciMi 1> 5 .0 coJ?^i$I-»c-C#

.

[0 0 4 4] y$-ift5 8DC9<gf*.

-75 8 ScoSr/hti (37/im) <Dl~3fg (37—1
1 1/im) KLTfcS. *^5*S-Cfctb«, E^^-
75 8 SSTJ!y$-^5 8D»dl|#co^^*s%*-fr

5 8 StcOft/hWPgD 1 £\ 8<0 1~3te (3

7~ 1 1 1/im) KLTifeS. m^coA^^

. [0 0 4 5] E18 4] C0C-CHA/fcSl5'te;SrJ£7CbTEl 1 0

(C) mSC57K5 8 RStt, ->f*-rm#5 8

. Ds-eH**uxv^«. ^HH^co.^tvvKTy^ia
.i»«-c;«: v VteL^y K 5 8 R S Srptfi 5

5 8 p S SrER LT V ^5 Ot,'" kkftt 2) «t .5 »c

^

o j; v) j&tftt.zmz , ®#.<z>3i

*

yf^<r\Z.tiL fe.-f » m5C7. 7 K58RS SrBf^cOj?^-

20 (15 ^m) Rt^S (13 3 Mm) t

mStUTV^TT-KS 8DS
$5t>c07 7K5 8Di «r*S— d *SpJ

ttK* t) , Hfc, ^EIS^^-v±S R,Wlli*fe^

1 5 0co/P^.?r*|)-(CT*t?)CO-Cv ,.#JS f/vKT> 7*iS

[0 0 4 6 ] *4b\.mi3C7 7.K.5 8 R S co[ej «3 co^5

-

3J«£5 8 D.S ©*/MBtt, 7XKS (13 3/i m) CO 1

;
/6~3{g (2 2~3 9 9^m)'tCttfc4fcfe, HI?-

co^+^^g^-er-f , , 5 fer..K3tt^#5 -^^Jf^coff^
30 |:»J«t5:i45'C§5. 4ft, ^S-f*5 8DSi:

mSc7 v K i. 5 8 R S cog/MiaPHD 2 Sr, 7> KSco l

/6~3fg (2 2~3 9 9 nm) \Z LTfe5fci6 v

tc^-f5 r. t *s-e# 5„ jetd, ,jas;7 vkssrs©
0*3^^5—^#5 8DS-ei/^fS)5fc», msr^v
K 5 8 R S riSfl-gB^ibco / -f-X^cof^fcgtt 5 coSrg

[0 0 4.7] El 10 (C ) J4> Ell 0 (C) >C^i-m

3i7>'Ki:»4^^5m35:7>'KSr^LTi/''5 <> Ell 0

40 (C ) K^-t-0jh?f4, y$-#fr5 8DS*S x

*-/V6 Olcg^H, 3T£«3 0{a!l (EI7#RS) co

T-^v-r 7— i»lR3;h.-CV*a. rco^JT-14, ^5-
^5 8DS^T-^»Cgigg$ixT^2)fcJ0,. mSt^V
K5 8RS^^^t>c0/-<X^C0|^W^S»t5c04rK

[.0;0-4.8] ET8'13<ODTia^c&te&fc*;L-CEI 1 1

^^.i-. *mmmi&<n&m tvv kt ^ T,

ffi^«a o -e-

fi x y 5 -^fl?T5. 8 D:t;X.%-m# 5 8 D t.CO^^-C-

so. y-hF ^Sr^j^JLT**-. Z(Dlt#>\ ^5—*flc(8ESr
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mmzmmtzzkis-ezs. tut. E£&tfgiasB#

IP*), iHWB©—

*mfewMn&m tvv kt y^wMm^.^

[0 0 4 9] Ell 2 (E) tt, EUK#'-^5 8 S iffi

Sy^KS 8R S t^3fi^b-C^5^-Sr^bTV^.
^S#^-»Cfi N Si-'^-VS 8 S_&tfm&7>' K5 8 io

012 (f) i*; mm/<*-y5 8 s©ifi§tti
SfflCDT/U—V/15 8H25#3ELT^5^6-£r*LT^

[0 0 50] '5l£8c#, ±»bfc«l*lt»*te«S#

«»jw,'b..«w«hb««3w; c. auras*!, d. y

[005 1] a. m&mv>^%m&%mmm<ombm.

( 0 *^SJ> ^*2500) <D25%T ? ]) /Wb%«r80wt

0KE*AM. Tn= s/**M315 ) 3.15

fiftgB, ffifflffl (^V/X^®!, S -65) 0.5 MSB,
NMP 3. eaagB UT#fc.

[0 0 5 2] CftMB&Jftfe®] # y *-*r,v*f\>7 * v

'

(PES) 12fi*«» S^ffiJBff- (=f¥«$L
zKy -r— /-ft—/v) £>sp$jilfr& 1.0/im©t©Sr7.2ii

sp^sffrS 0.5 Mm©t> CO £3.09:1*^ SrjU-^Lfc

t, $ bKNMP 308485SrS&DBU fc*-X$^-C^

[oo5 3] catfcffittj&to®) -nv^-^mtffl
mmtiastm. 2E4mz-cn) 2a*g&, %mtm
-<*-m, jjvjjKc^T 1-907) 2*4^6, %mm
M (Smmm. DETX-S) 0.2 "SMS, NMP 1.5SS

[0054] b . jsnwjKKfl^iis^oisumiiAtti

(B#fldlB8L #iPJ:2500) <D25%T* y /Wk4&)£80wt

%Oigg-eDMDGIC^$-tirfc^i{KS:35aftgi5,

(affi-&j£$SL Tn = ;/*;*M315 ) 4fi

ftSB, flgfflai S-65) 0.5 sage, N
MP 3.6aSSBSr^S-a-LTl#fc„
[0 0 5 5] MMB&Jftto®] *!)x-f;v^/v7*y
(PES) 12SftS5, <=#l"bfc«.

jfty-^— /ft—/V) CD¥*$rt£S 0.5/tm©t>©$r 14.498

AU. SrS^Lfc^, $fe»dNMP30SSIfPSr^JPL,

[00 5 6] oM&ittuftfe®] < 5 fry-»mm
mmtatak. 2E4mz-cn) 2a»sis, tt&B#rai

4>\<-)j*=.T I -907 ) 2Sft§i5, ftlfclS

ffl (BfrikM$l. DETX-S) 0.2 fiftgB, NMP 1.5 fift

[00571 C, WjffiftttfflMK/iOJ&tti^'fe

(mti^^^m. #^fl:310 , YL983U) lOOaSSB, *

S 1.6/im©Si0 2 (TK-7fy^fi 1 CRS

1101-CE, riT, $ttfft»i-3rtJ»H

,*#— -y<n>MJf- (15Vm) £lTt-T5) 170aftgB, U
^y^aj' (ty/7"3^ ^i//-/vs 4) 1.5 a*

1 "C^S, 000~49, OOOcps ICHSLT^fc.

2E4MZ-CN) 6.5 a*S&„
[0 0 5 8] D. y/l'?—u¥xhffi.f$.y!)

DMDG $ -£*:60afl;% CO ^ ;*77^
aatjK*v«MIB (B^klgM) co^7K^v-S50%SrT^

yMtbfc<S!7iitt^co^-y rfT- (^1:4000) 5r 4

6. 67 g , y ^-/U^^/w^r J, >-lc^$-ff^80a*%CO t*

^y^y-zvAli^v/Wg (»'^v'*/v§ii > ifa
-mood i5.o g% ^y^-^mm mmittim*
2E4MZ-CN) 1.6 g s iSSTfrtt^V -CfeS^ffir ^ V /V

t/Tr (B^kliS!,. R604 ) .3 g, IDC<#ffiT^
y^/-^- (**tt<b^Hl, DPE6A ) 1.5g s ^«C^
««l5W(*vy-^ ,3a«» S-65) o:7igS:S-8-U $

V (Bi^t^ffi) ^2 g> TtiiiaS^lt LTC0 5 t7—7"

(lim^Si) ^ 0.2gAP^T, JK;i[Sr25
£CT2.0P

ib\ 3|SSay^«i. Ba^Sff (3KSC»HB, DVL-BS) t?

60rpmCO#^-Hn—^—No. 4, 6rpm <0^^\iu—-5>—

[0 0 5 9] *%BJC0^1H^®^5#
S f/V KT y'7TB*«©Ma*iefc'OV*-CBI 1 75^121 7

?r#R8LTDiBJi-5o ^co^i^lfe^fil-cji, ^tvw
KT y Xi£^«Srir 57f-ff-f ^75^ «t «9 5„

[0 0 6 0] (1-) Ull (A) »C^1"J: 5f-J¥$ ImmCO

#7*^JK*->;|IMB*fcW:BT (^WU'Fyr
v'V) Wflid>t5^5S«3 OCOMffiJCl 8 ^mC0^?S3
2 -5 h zfrx^zmwmm&. 3 0 a
t Lfc0 *1* » r 3 0 A^ K y /I/1M7L

(01(B) ) , ^TRfcaty^^rSiirfcJ:
)^*Iel^3 4 4riE^-t-5r t-e. 01 (C)
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(7)

7I«3 OSr^fi£-t-5o

{0 0 6 1 ] (2) &&!s]8§3 4*5iU5^/i'-^-/V'3 6

£ffMfcLfcS«3 0&7Mfc^U BMUS
(JKWttB) ilt, NaOH (10g/l) . NaCIO 2 (40-

g/1) ,
Na 3 P0 4 (6g/l) , M5tmb UT,

NaOH (10g/l) , NaBH 4 (6g/l) fcffl^fcgEfl;

6<Dmmz.mtm3 szwtntz. mi (d) 0

[0 0 6 2] (3) C(D«Jii3ta?fiJ^S!ffl©igm^Sr

[0 0 6 3] (4) «WB(3) -e#fc*MBaa<«l4 O £r, M
»«24l*lll]£Art fc£4K 3 0 <DWffiK:o —9 Srffl v >

TM*i--5^tl-J:!9, 9M*J|ilK3 4 1
Rt5i»flciaiS3 4 .

WFb^ St/, /V3 ertfcjte&U 7CC, 20#

3 4XtWIHWlII8_3 4C0[g, fc5t^fi*/v--tf;—/V3 6

rtfcttJBWKJfM 0£?E«U 70<C, 20^raTJP^«fe

(El 2 (E) #J$) o

[0 0 6 4] .(5) 1MB (4) 0&9&j|**.*:£&3 0 0ft

E£, #600 cd^/v HflHttS (=*S^^$S) Srffl^fc 20

36©7yK36a $Stt:flMBft40n 4 0

(El 2 (F) #B8) . &vvc, 100 feiBMIIk 120 "C •

3 150'C-eiNFM, 180
<CT?7^ra©*PS»*Q!S

T«TJ»ite«6W 4 0 zrnit Viz*

[0 0 6 5] Z.<D£. .5 K.LT, ^./V—^—./V3 6^f-?E

a*Hfc«MBjft*JW4 0©«««*sJ:0«»^iaK3 4± 30

B©fifci3 8S:^LtSS3 OMffiSrWftLfcJ:

-C, »fll3teJ«^J40t 3M£|el8S 3 4 CDfiUffi £ #»ffcJB 3

mtWtm%mM4 0 ^#tjU3 8 Srfl-LT&HK:**.-

#J4 0CD«®iig#Ie]B&3 4(D*ffi*SR|-^Si:^5.

[0 0 6 6] (6) ig#|s]Sg3 4Sr^LfcS«3 01:7

•fltSrf+*U -o^*JSitfl:lxfclft, WEIMI3. 2x 40,.

10" 2 mo 1/1, ffiESf= S"^ 3 . 9 X 1 0- 3 m
o 1/1, ttfcfflS. 4xi0" 2 mol/l, Rffi5

3X1.0-lmol/K
5. OXIO-lmol/l, #®Stt#J ( Bffit&T.

MM. f— 7-f-/W4 6 5) 0. lg/K PH=9*>

3 4^ ^;v-*-/P3 6<5?VK3 6 aSO^-fT*—
yKOi£gl56 0 a <£>S5ilCC u— N'i - R> £& 5 fHfc^

.

^ffi-fUf 4 2 *®VtL (0 2- (G) #R»- . so

12

[006 7] 5^^7o-ft^X0. lmo 1/
l.?*-JR*l. Omo 1/1 . WM3 5t,

;
PH=

1. 2 0^#tC u - S nl^fS;Jt, tit@©*S
l£ff$0. 3/imSn® (0^-£T) SrRttfc.

[0068] (7) B<Dmr*mmt&mmmm<D!%mm
vozmwrnsv. «f«i.5 Pa - s (c'miu-cjiinttiBM

Mfti (TSffl) *v\-e; A©*im»f«)o#ffl^

*JWW«ffl©JSWajft4fe«r«»afrfrU, ife&7Pa- sic

[00 69] (8) MIB(6) (OS«OMffitC, WIE(7) T
nbixtctem i.5Pa- s ©grattriiiitfe^ffl (t®«) 4

4ftP»«24P#ro£Hrtfcn-/Ua-*-CSMiU TkTtt

Srf?V\ fc^X', WIE(7)-C*1#feHfc!te«7Pa • s

©«*tt©8&*3fl*« (±11) 4 6 «rff|ftft24i«m&

ftfcttfcU 7K¥*fl§-C20^ra»«
;
LT^>b, 60'CT-30

5 0ot»rtLfc (0 2 (H) #B8) .

[0 0 7 0] (9) ff(1B(8) -Cg*^JgSr^bfcS«3
0OMSfc 85/imf©lR

i

5 PP.J8U ^ tvfc7 ^- ht^

^

500mJ/cm2 t?@)tLfc0 dJxSrDMT-G^T?^^
u-m^lb, Sfc.K:..aK»K3'0SrttKffi*««r»!:J:

•9 3000mJ/cm2 -CK^ 100 XT? 1 «f|BJ, 120
<Ct?

mra, ^-(Dm. iso-ct* 3 ^raoDin^a

mma) 4 8&&-rz>mz35n.mcQmmffimm&m (2

:«*Jt). 5 0fc*rtUfc..(H3t ,(.I )-#*).,, 448,

-Y 7*-/i'i^?iSiP 4 8 (Cfi, ^.Xft.o^M. (m^*

[0 0 7 1 ] (10)»P4 8^J*$tbfcStS3 0£, ^

««H»fl!l6R0 5O©*Bi*a<fbL (0 3 (J) #
M) , *oy&, ftm»a (V7?u/rtt») ^g«uT*»

[oo72] (n)«nB<io)ofTS-e*iBSraft u^aai

-TS^irtcJ:?), SMWJBI6tMi5 0©*ffilcttjBt»S:
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